
The value of majority winners.
      Runoffs seek to assure that in single-seat elec-
tions  the winning candidate has the support of the
majority of voters, rather than a mere plurality.  In
a majority system, candidates must gain the sup-
port of more than 50% of voters, while a plurality
system can reward extreme candidates who
couldn’t gain 50% support, but might win the most
votes in a fractured field. Runoffs indeed can be
valuable in determining the community consen-
sus and protecting voters from unrepresentative
leaders. But requiring two elections can undermine
the majority principle due to lower voter turnout.

Why waste money on two elections?
    By using instant runoff voting,  the goal of
majority winners can be achieved in just one elec-
tion.  By eliminating an unnecessary trip to the
polls, IRV saves significant tax dollars, reduces
candidates’ need to raise money and maximizes
voter turnout. If desired, it is even possible to fold
primary elections into the general election.
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How Instant Runoff Voting Works

Instant runoff voting (IRV) is a method of
voting that determines a majority winner in a
single election, no matter how many candidates
are running. It combines a regular election and
a runoff election between the top candidates
into one election.

Each voter has the option of ranking candidates
in order of choice (1, 2, 3, etc.).   They select
their favorite candidate as their first choice,
and their runoff choices as their subsequent
choices, in case their favorite candidate
doesn’t make the runoff.

If no candidate is the first choice of at least
half of the voters, a runoff count is conducted.
The counting of ballots simulates a series of
runoff elections, eliminating the candidates
from the bottom who have the least support.
In each round, every voter’s ballot counts as
a single vote for his or her top-ranked candi-
date who is still in the running, as indicated
on that voter’s ballot.  Candidates with the
least support are eliminated until there are
just two remaining. The finalist with the high-
est number of votes is elected by a majority.

The count can be simplified by immediately
reducing the field to two candidates after the
initial ballot count and determining a winner
in the second round of counting.
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Why not settle for plurality winners?

       When three or more candidates are in a race, the
majority of voters may split such that the plurality “win-
ner” (the one with the most votes) is actually the candi-
date a majority of voters consider to be the worst choice.
There is no need to suffer the “spoiler” problem in multi-
candidate races, or settle for undemocratic winners,
when a majority voting system such as instant runoff
voting can be used.

Why is IRV better than two-election runoffs?

        It saves both taxpayers and candidates money,
and eliminates hassles for both voters and election ad-
ministrators by having one election instead of two. Tra-
ditional runoffs also typically result in significantly fewer
voters participating in one of the elections.  A drop in
turnout of over 50% is not uncommon.  IRV maximizes
voter participation.  The countries with the highest voter
turnout in the world use instant runoff voting.

Is IRV simple for voters to use?

      Yes.  Millions of voters have used this system for
decades without problems.  Mock elections in a large
number of schools and senior citizen centers prove that
people have no difficulty with rank-order voting, and
most actually prefer it. An initial voter education cam-
paign is recommended, but all evidence suggests that
voter error will not increase and may even decrease.

What impact would IRV have on campaigns?

       IRV eliminates the need for a second round of cam-
paign fund-raising.  Since second election runoff cam-
paigns are so short, candidates with quick access to
large contributors have an advantage.  Also, experience
in jurisdictions using instant runoff voting suggests it
tends to reduce negative campaigning.  Since candi-
dates want to also win the second choice votes from
voters who favor another candidate, mudslinging can
backfire by alienating these voters. IRV elects candi-
dates with both strong core support and also broad

appeal.  IRV can avoid some of the extreme polarization
that can occur in a traditional runoff between candidates
who characterize their opponent as dishonorable.

Is instant runoff voting constitutional?

       Yes.  Because every voter gets one vote in each
round of counting, American courts have consistently
ruled that IRV complies with the one-person, one-vote
mandate of the U.S. Supreme Court.  Likewise, there are
no federal laws that would prevent any state from adopt-
ing instant runoff voting for electing their congressional
delegation or presidential electors.

Where has IRV been adopted?

      IRV is used for government elections in several
English-speaking countries, such as: Australia, Ireland
and the U.K.   In the U.S. instant runoff voting has been
adopted in places such as: Louisiana (for overseas
absentee ballots), the Utah Republican Party (for U.S.
Congressional nominations at conventions), and the city
of San Francisco for its most important offices. Many
organizations and colleges use IRV, as it is recommended
by Robert’s Rules of Order (called “preferential voting”).
Political scientists elect the president of the American
Political Science Association using IRV.

Are current voting machines able to handle IRV?

     This depends on the voting machine.  Older punch-
card and lever-style machines are incompatible.  Ranked-
choice elections have been administered on optical scan,
and touchscreen equipment, as well as with hand-counted
paper ballots. New Federal Elections Commission stan-
dards require voting machine vendors to disclose which
of their machines can handle ranked ballots.  Federal
lawmakers are likely to make more than $3 billion avail-
able for upgrading voting machines.  Even jurisdictions with
some older machines can implement IRV for a fraction
of the cost of a new election, by simply modifying the
ballot design, and treating the occasional IRV runoff
count like a recount using existing recount procedures.
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Typical  two-
election runoff

Voters go to the polls and
mark their favorite
candidate on their ballot.

If no candidate receives a
majority, a second election
is called.

Candidates resume fund
raising and campaigning.
New ballots must be quickly
printed.  Polling stations
must be set up again.
Typically some voters don’t
make two trips to the polls,
resulting in lower turnout.

If your favorite candidate
makes it into the runoff
election, you mark a new
ballot for your favorite
candidate again. If your
favorite has been elimi-
nated, you mark your ballot
for your next choice among
the remaining candidates.

The candidate with the
majority of the votes (of
those voting in the second
election) wins.

i wastes tax money
i extends campaign season
i inconvenient for voters
   and election administrators
i lower voter turnout

Instant runoff
voting

Voters go to the polls and
mark their favorite candi-
date on their ballot as their
first choice.  At the same
time they can also indicate
their runoff choices by
ranking candidates in order
of preference – 1, 2, 3.

If no candidate receives a
majority, the ballots simply
need to be retabulated.

        Skip step 3.

If your favorite candidate
makes it into the runoff
count, your original ballot
counts for your favorite
candidate again. If your
favorite has been elimi-
nated, your ballot counts
for your next choice among
the remaining candidates.

The candidate with the
majority of the votes wins.

i saves tax money
i one election instead of two
i more convenient for voters
    and election administrators
i higher voter turnout
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